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M&M Ticket Carries S.G.A. Election
by Hillary Davidson
Managing Editor
In an excellent voter turnout last
Thursday, Art Muldoon and
Bridget McCormack were elected
president and vice president of the
Student Government Association
for the 1987-88 school year.
964 votes were cast overall, a
10% increase over last year's tur-
nout. Muldoon received 45.9% of
the 915 votes cast for president,
with the remaining votes split
evenly between Tom Kokonowski
and Lisa Alvarez-Calderon. Mc-
Cormack won the vice presidency
in a landslide, taking 56.9% of the
votes cast. Karen Sonnone was a
distant second.
In the Student Opinion Ques-
tions, students voted almost 2-1 in
favor of keeping SAT scores as a
criterion in the admissions process
at Trinity. 491 students voted that
freshmen be allowed to have cars
on campus, while 328 voters re-
jected the proposal.
The most controversial of the
Student Opinion Questions asked
whether IDP students should be
considered for the President's Fel-
low Award. 482 students voted
"no" on the question, while 314
students favored the measure.
When IDP students questioned
. the constitutionality of the refer-
endum, the SGA acknowledged
that it had not followed the proper
guidelines for submitting referen-
dum questions. The questions on
r"*"tke";ballot were renamed Student
Opinion Questions, meaning that
the SGA cannot act upon the re-
sults by offering a recommenda-
tion to the administration.
Students were surprised to see
voting booths this election year in
place of the usual paper ballots.
The SGA opted for the booths to
safeguard against the voter fraud
that has plagued past elections and
to obtain the results minutes after
the booths close. SGA officials feel
the booths were in part responsi-
ble for the high voter turnout and
plan to use them again next year.
Muldoon and McCormack attrib-
ute their victory to a combination
of sound credentials and a well-
organized campaign. Both believe
the endorsements of SGA Vice
President Nani Marchand and the
Tripod gave an invaluable boost to
their campaign.
"But I think the M&M slogan
was the thing that put us over the
top," joked McCormack.
Muldoon and McCormack have
big plans for next year. They will
be addressing a litany of issues in-
cluding student involvement in the
SGA, minority enrollment, and re-
lations with the Hartford commu-
nity.
"We'd also like to put the weight
of the SGA behind bigger issues,"
said Muldoon.
Said current SGA President Ty-
ler Vartenigian: "Both Nani and
myself are very happy for Art and
Bridget. I'm confident leaving the
government in their hands. I'm
sure they'll do a fine job."
Art Muldoon and Bridget McCormack will be SGA President and Vice President for the 1987-88 school year.
Mentors Here To Stay
by Dave Copland
Assistant News Editor
After eight months, the mentor
program is better defined than it
was in its infancy, according to
Mentors Bill Silva and Linda Chen,
and school administrators.
"This was a pretty good year
considering the circumstances wp
arrived with," commented Silva.
"When Linda .and I~zot.-h&te we
Anthropology Now a Minor
by Dave Copland
Assistant News Editor
Due to a grant from the Pew
Memorial Trust, Trinity has hired
Dr. Jane Hurwitz Nadel to fill the
new position of Associate Profes-
sor of Anthropology. The grant
provides funding for a period of
four years.
Nadel, a member of the Liberal
Studies faculty at Clarkson Uni-
versity, was chosen from a pool of
170 applicants.
Associate Dean of Academic Af-
fairs J. Ronald Spencer said the
purpose of the program was to
make anthropology more interdis-
ciplinary.
"The position will definitely last
for four years. After that the ques-
tion will be whether or not to hire
the professor permanently or to
dump the program.''
Said Nadel: "Anthropology def-
initely has a place at Trinity. It fits
in well with other programs, es-
pecially the interdisciplinary mi-
nors."
"It is possible," explained Spen-
cer, "that we will establish a foun-
dation for not only continuing her
position but for ultimately devel-
oping the program into a depart-
ment.
According to Nadel, anthropol-
ogy, became a popular major in the
1960's and is now a common pro-
gram at liberal arts colleges like
Trinity.
Spencer ascribed the large appli-
cant pool to two possible causes.
"It was probably because; one,
there are not many Ph.D.s out
there with jobs, and two, they
found the challenge of starting an-
thropology at Trinity very excit-
ing."
"I was also impressed by the
number of applications which came
from people who already hold ten-
ured positions at other schools,"
added Spencer. :
Six candidates were interviewed
by the search committee headed
by Professor Kenneth Lloyd-Jones
before an offer was made to Nadel
on March 17.
Paul Heffner '87, a member of
the search committee along with
three other students, said that
after meeting the six candidates
over lunch and hearing each de-
liver a 30 minute lecture he found
Nadel "the most qualified and the
most approachable of the candi-
dates."
Nadel holds a B.A. in anthropol-
ogy from Barnard College and a
Ph.D. from the City University of
New York. She has published sev-
eral articles and has a book due out
later this year. Next year she will
teach two courses: "World Eth-
nography" and "Anthropological
Perspectives on Women and Gen-
der."
Her Ph.D dissertation involved
field study of coastal villages on
the North .Sea in Scotland and ex-
Continued. On Page 3
Iron Pony Put Out to Pasture
by Judy Sandford
News Editor
The Connecticut State Liquor
Commission closed Trinity's Iron
Pony Pub on April 8, after finding
that it did not conform to Univer-
sity Permit regulations.
About 18 students are out jobs
until the pub, located in the Cave,
can be reopened.
According to the Regulations of
the Department of Liquor Control
for University Permits:
The sale and consumption of beer
must be confined to a room or con-
necting rooms not used as class-
rooms in a single building subject
to the approval of the commission.
If a cafeteria or dining room is
used, beer must not be dispensed
from the same area as the food.
All beer sold or delivered under
such a permit shall be consumed
on the permit premises and shall
not be removed therefrom by pa-
trons.
Vice President Smith also sum-
marized other regulations violated
by the pub:
No one under 21 may be seated
in the pub area.
The tables must be waited on and
there may be no one drinking at
the bar.
ID cards must be checked.
Vice President Smith has sent a
letter to the commission suggest-
ing some sort of flexible situation
to maintain clear distinctions be-
tween the pub and cafeteria areas.
Possibilities include ropes and
moveable partitions.
Smith's proposal is now being
reviewed by the commission and
has a "good chance of being ap-
proved," he said.
It is unclear when the pub will
be reopened.
The original purpose for the pub
was to provide a place for socializ-
ing among students, faculty, ad-
ministrators and visitors. Smith
remarked that the pub has always
been a "fitting thing" marked by
good behavior.
Since the drinking age went up
to 21, "there has been increased
defiance of the authority of the col-
lege and state, perhaps because
(drinking possesses) an increased
symbolic value of coming of age,"
said Smith.
didn't know much about the cam-
pus. The program was totally new
and even its designers didn't quite
know what it was for."
Chen concurs: "We had to find
our own niche with the RAs, the
students, the administration, and
within our own departments."
Both mentors feel their key role
is to be accessible to students at
all times. Chen said that she usu-
ally talks to students on evenings
ajv3.:;.weelcen'ds'.. wiiexi foGul:tyi>;.and...
administrators are unavailable.
Besides participating in the
everyday life of students, Chen and
Silva teach courses in political sci-
ence and religion. Chen lives in an
apartment in Funston and Silva
lives in the old RA annex in Jack-
son. Plans had been made to ren-
ovate the Jones pits for an
apartment but the present housing
crunch made that impossible.
According to Vice President
Thomas A. Smith, the mentors are
part-time employees and part-time
graduate students. Their function
is to serve as a link between fac-
ulty and students, offering aca-
demic advising and programming
events
Of the mentors' role, Dean of
Students David Winer added:
"They are there to discuss sub-
stantive issues with students. Is-
sues found either within or beyond
the college."
Next year Chen will be leaving
but Silva will stay on with a new
mentor to continue the program.
Both hope to strengthen student/
faculty relations and give more as-
sistance to student organizations.
"We want to find a formal way
for students to invite faculty to
dine with them at SAGA," said
Chen. "It used to happen all the
time and the faculty would just
love it to. happen: again. It's just a
tradition that died out, all students
are still allowed to invite one fac-
ulty member per week."
Several concerns were raised
when the mentor program was in-
stituted.
"The students saw it as an intru-
sion into residential life," said
Smith. "The RAs were angry be-
cause they felt the mentors would
take away from the more pleasant
side of their duties, meaning deal-
ing with students, and leave them
with just the administrative du-
ties."
"These two were very good at
dealing with these apprehen-
sions," he said.
"I think it's a really good pro-
gram," said Rick Kozak, an RA in
still needs some time to get estab-
lished."
"Next year we'll try to do pro-
gramming of our own in terms of
speakers," said Silva. "We would
like to get out and take advantage
of what Hartford has to offer and
to look off campus a little."
Both mentors were assigned to
residential zones at the start of the
year. Silva was to be responsible
for Elton/Jones while Chen would
cover South Campus. But, said
Chen, "It was hard to concentrate
on the zones this year because
there were just two of us."
Still, the mentors have been
fighting an uphill battle. Although
they have been heavily involved in
campus wide organizations, Chen
and Silva are unknown to many
students who don't live in the men-
tors' zones.
"This semester we've helped
ASIA, Amnesty International, and
Hillel," said Chen. "First semes-
ter we were mostly introducing
ourselves to people, now we have
clubs and organizations come to us
for advice."
Jane Kang '87, and Caroline Bai-
ley '90, who live on Silva'shall both
find him friendly and cheerful. "He
keeps us up on activities around
campus," said Bailey. "People that
live on the floor are willing to
knock on his door and talk to him."
Silva explained that the mentors
have no policing duties and are just
regular residents of the halls on
which they live. "I would go
through the RA if I had any objec-
tions to what goes on. In that sense
I'm just another resident," he said.
Continued on Page 4













Of the three student opinion questions on the SGA
ballot iast Thursday, one stands out as especially in-
teresting: Should IDP students be eligible for the Pres-
ident's Fellow Award?
Not surprisingly, the collective voice of the student
body delivered an emphatic 'no' — shooting down the
measure by a nearly 2-1 margin. The sentiment is par-
ticularly strong among Seniors, many of whom are still
peeved that 4 of the 25 fellows chosen this year were
IDPs. The argument/complaint goes something like this.
To our meager 4 years, IDPs have 10 long ones to
complete their degree requirements. Thus, since they
need not take the requisite 9 courses a year, IDPs can
take fewer courses and concentrate more on them. The
result, according to this position, is that IDP students
do better in their courses than the rest of us, giving
them the inside track in the race for fellowships. The
advantage of taking fewer courses per semester is unfair,
opponents of the present system argue, and it largely
explains the disproportionate number of IDPs on the
Board of Fellows.
So what should be done? Well, if you listen to most
students, IDP students should either have their own
departmental fellows apart from so-called full-time stu-
dents or be excluded from eligibility altogether.
Put frankly, the argument supporting this conclusion
is weak, even prejudicial. Its assumption that IDPs have
more time for coursework is completely erroneous. Many
IDP students hold down full-time jobs, while others have
children and households to attend to. If they fare better
in courses than you do, it's not because they have
truckloads of time on their hands; it's because they are
more motivated. That is the only meaningful difference
between IDP students and the rest of us.
An inspiration: why don't we have two categories from
which to choose fellows; one for the motivated among
us, IDP or otherwise; the other for those of us who eke
by on craftiness and guile.
Okay, that won't work. So what should we do? Nothing.
Keep the present system. There has been no alternative
offered yet that sounds even vaguely sensible. If the
disproportionate number of IDP fellows is disturbing, it
should carry with it a valuable and simple lesson: the
harder you work, the better your grades will be.
Who knows, maybe it'll catch on.
NOTE: The TSS|wtmej)tajwwJ..$rMs att letters to tlij editor and tonsrer
opinion artiales. 'A$l $vjmis$i<>n9 %hoi4$ beLtyqea\ and itouble spaced. Al-
though there is no limU4o length, the editor reserves "the right to coyidense
letters of more than 250 words All Utters submitted by Friday, 5 p.m. will
be considered for publication Letters can be brought to the Tripod office
(Jackson basement) or placed m campus mail, Box 1310. Ifthe're are any
farther questions, the editorial boatd can be reached at 246-1829.
Letters
Student Phonothon Raises Funds
To the Trinity Community:
Last week, more than thirty
Trinity students, mostly freshmen
and sophomores, demonstrated
their powers of persuasion at the
Almimi Fund Phonothon. The stu-
dents were first treated to pizza
and a "training session" by C. J.
Menard, Assistant Director of An-
nual Giving. Following supper,
these volunteers made telephone
calls from the Development Office
in Williams Memorial to alumne in
the New England area in a highly
successful attempt to raise money
for the Alumni Fund. The phono-
thon yielded nearly $15,000 from
over 330 donors.
The Alumni Fund is the largest
single component of the Annual
Fund, a principal source of unre-
stricted income for the College.
This year Trinity must raise $1.2
million from alumne, just over $1
million of which has been raised to
date. The other task of the Devel-
opment staff is to increase the ac-
tual percentage of alumni who
support Trinity through annual do-
nations. Much of this fundraising




The question which should be on
a referendum at Trinity College is
not who should be named a Presi-
dent's Fellow, but what does it take
to become a President's Fellow?
And if that question were to be
further qualified to influence vot-
ers the qualification might read not
how long one must work at it but
how hard. In addition, the question
of "Who shall decide?" is of para-
mount importance in this issue. I
would like to suggest that if Trin-
ity undergraduates are question-
ing the judgement of their
departments or the ability of their
professors to determine whether
the highest standards of both
scholarship and personhood have
been met by a fellowship candi-
date, then these same students
necessarily question their judge-
ment when they mete out praise to
them as well.
Can our professors recognize ex-
cellence or not? Did you really de-
serve your last A- or should it have
been a B + ? Have you ever asked
yourself what these subtle distinc-
tions really mean? Yes, it is an ar-
bitrary system of values we share.
So one can only hope that we shall
be judged on our merit as persons.
Yet on this level perhaps the dis-
tinctions are even more subtle. Can
we risk creating any more distinc-
tions in an already fractured value
system?
If IDP students will not be con-
sidered as President's Fellows be-
cause of a few disappointed or
disgruntled candidates then it is
conceivable that next year this de-
bate will be taking place between
the ODP's (Ordinary Degree Per-
sons) who hold down campus jobs
and those who don't, or the ODP's
who play a sport and those who
don't. We've all heard the argu-
ments about how hard it is to man-
age our time, even we IDP's have
our sob-stories and we have people
who "blow off" a course and who
"party" and their sad tale of woe
doesn't hold up. But we have our
achievers too. We don't always
know who they are because we
don't live on campus and develop
the relationships that ODP's do,
but we know they're out there and
it serves as a great inspiration to
us. When one is named a "Fellow"




Special congratulations should be
extended to Sue Kinz, '89, who so-
licited thirty pledges in one eve-
ning, and to Joey.Ducey, '90, who
followed with twenty-one pledges.
Sue and Joey were the winners of
$50 gift certificates from L.L.





On behalf of the Trinity Com-
munity Child Center, I would like
to thank all the people who partic-
ipated in our raffle. We raised over
$1100 for the scholarship pro-
gram. Sellers included the parents
and board members of the Child
Center, Donna Haghighat, Chris
Anderson, Mary Conley, Lee Cof-
fin, John Bonneli, Carol Helstosky,
and members of TriDelta, AD,
KKG, PsiU, and Pike. Whether you
distributed, sold, or bought —
THANK YOU!! The winner of the
round trip airline tickets to Ber-
muda was Leslie Brett, a Trinity
internship placement supervisor at
the Connecticut Women's Educa-
tional and Legal Fund. For those
of you who didn't win, you have a
second chance soon. In early May,
there will be another raffle with







Walking into the library the last
Friday of spring break, I was sur-
prised to smell lasagna. Following
my nose, I stumbled upon a group
of librarians having a buffet recpe-
tion near the reference section.
Now, now you librarians, who did
you think you were fooling? There
is no food or drink allowed in the
library, even over Spring Break
when no one's around to notice,
even if an employee is celebrating
20 years of work at this fine insti-
tution. Book your next party in the
Rittenberg Lounge or somewhere
else on campus - or maybe make
the library a real party place. It
was hardly fair when one librarian,
carrying leftovers back to her
desk, took away my Diet Coke,
yelling, "You know there's no food
or drink allowed in the library."
Sincerely,
Kasia Daly
Dear members.of the student body:
Thank you for, supporting us in
last week's election. As we plan
next year's government, your in-
put and ideas will be valuable. We
look forward to your continued










"Students should get involved in
the political process while they are
still in college and have their finan-
cial freedom,", said State Repre-
sentative Jonathan Pelto.
Pelto was speaking to an audi-
ence of approximately 35 at a
Breakfast Round Table discussion
held last Thursday by Professor
Clyde McKee of the Political Sci-
ence Department.
In 1984, Pelto was elected state
representative at the age of 23,
the same year he graduated from
UCONN. He served as a campaign
strategist for Governor William
O'Neill in last year's gubernatorial
election and served as state coor-
dinator for Gary Hart's 1984 pres-
idential campaign and now for
Hart's 1988 bid.
Besides coming to Trinity to
speak of political involvement in
general, Pelto was here to pro-
mote Gary Hart's 1988 presiden-
tial bid.
"1987 is the year that is critical
for involvement. I think Gary Hart
is the right person and will un-
doubtedly be nominated. We need
a democratic president," he said.
"It is important to get involved
in politics soon, seniority helps
moving up but you can build your
own seniority," said Pelto, refer-
ring to his political experience.
"Students must protect their
generation. Only 17% of those age
18-24 vote and thus are not consid-
ered as much of a political force."
Pelto said there is a litany of is-
sues that pertain to students. The
list includes decreased student
grants, escalating student loans,
the drinking age, and even the age
of consent.
"Campaigning is a critically im-
portant process so that (the public)
can reap the benefits of the selec-
tion," said Pelto. "Unfortunately,
looking at a candidate's back-
ground is oriented towards an in-
dividual's character and not so
much their political ideology."
He admitted that in 1984 certain
personal information about Gary
Hart such as his shortened name,
questionable age, and marriage se-
curity became the main issue it was
unearthed by the media.
In the last campaign, Pelto's
strategy highlighted Hart's "ex-
perience, energy, political pro-
gram and 'vision' for Connecticut."
"The tools needed for elections
are changing; they need to be more
sophisticated because we are bom-
barded with stimuli. One way to
acheive this is by targeting ai
outlying the population," Pelto ex-
plained.
Pelto used this approach suc-
cessfully in his own campaign for
state representaive. Election vol-
unteers surveyed the public by
phone to find what they were most
interested in. Voters were then
sent pamphlets that addressed
their individual interests.
Pelto believes the procedure was
effective.
"When it is impossible to have
personal contact on a big scale, as
in a presidential election, it is nec-
essary to create a 'good feeling'
with voters. This is accomplished
through meeting their expecta-
tions and a personal rapport," he
said.
Pelto also believes that, even if
the prima2\y election process was
revamped, candidates would still
need to campaign early in order to
gain recognition."
Of the costs of running for pres-
ident, Pelto said: "In 1984, the
campaign for Gary Hart spent $16
million and still must contend with
a debt of $2 million. There are
. many democrats running this year
who do not have recognized names.
As a frontrunner, Hart will prob-
ably spend $20-25 million."
He said that Hart's frontrunner
status is a mixed blessing. Name
recognition is essential, he said,
but the public may get tired of a
name that doesn't generate any
new excitement.
"We started the campaign later
than last time in order to counter-
act that problem. Hart attempts to
work both sides. He won't need
endorsements as much as public
support."
Faculty Club Lounge Refurbished
by Sean Dougherty
News Editor
The Faculty Lounge in Hamlin
Hall and the Wean Lounge in
Mather Campus Center have been
given face-lifts at a cost of $35,000
and counting.
The exact price-tag of the reno-
vations is not yet available.
The bigger of the two projects
was the Facility Lounge, which had
fallen into great disrepair.
"We had maintained (the Wean
Lounge) physically, but it needed
furniture," said1 Ann Gushee,
the director of Mather Campus
Center.
Last fall, Gushee asked Micheal
Mahoney, the Chairman of the
Fine Arts Department, to assist in
decorating the Faculty Lounge.
Gushee and Mahoney worked to-
gether to create a blue-print for
the new lounge.
According to Gushee, the reno-
vation included retreating the
wood paneling, repainting the ceil-
ing, revarnishing the brass grates
and putting up new wallpaper.
"The furniture had all disap-
peared. We were down to one
couch and two chairs, one of which
we had to recover from a student's
room," said Gushee.
New' furniture was also pur-
chased, including chairs and
couches. Five tables were donated
to the school by Ethan Allen Fur-
niture of Hartford.
The woodwork in the lounge's
lobby was refinished and Audobon
Prints were added to the walls.
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Both restrooms were repainted
and new mirrors were added.
To safeguard .against vandalism-
and theft, a combination lock has
been placed on the lounge door.
The combination is known only to
faculty and campus employees.
The renovation has been planned
since last fall.
"1 wanted to make this a lounge
for students, so they could.have a
place to gather and study. We used
to book large events in here, but
we won't anymore," Gushee said.
Ethan Allen's donations for
Wean Lounge were supplemented
by the college.
Much of the old furniture is being
stored temporarily in the Lounge.
Gushee is hoping it will be cleared
out soon to make Wean a "more
pleasant place to study."
Interdisciplinary
Anthropology
Continued From Page I
amined the impact of the oil indus-
try on' the fisher folk of that area.
"Her topic of research is inter-
esting and she did an excellent
job," noted Heffner. "Her re-
search indicates that she will be
able to take a new program and
make something successful out of
it."
"Women are almost universally
the inferior sex in different socie-
ties," said Nadel. "In 'Perspec-
tives on Women' I'll examine
different cultures and see why this
is. I'll put emphasis on the fact that
this happens for cultural rather
than biological reasons."
Nadel believes that her field
work is integral to the subject mat-
ter of her courses.
"I don't have to get up and just
talk abstractly, I can talk about my
own specific experiences in the
field."
"Trinity is a very dynamic, ex-
citing place," remarked Nadel.
"I'm looking forward to joining the
community there."
Connecticut Representative Jonathan Pelto, campaign organizer for
Gary Hart's presidential campaign in CT, spoke to a small group at a
Breakfast Round Table last Thursday. Photo by Judy Sandforc1
Sheridan Given $11,000
To Study Animal Rights
by Joanne Jacobson
Assistant News Editor
Mark Sheridan '87 is one of the
select few chosen from 45 indepen-
dent colleges to receive a grant of
$11,000 from the Thomas J. Wat-
son Fellowship Program.
The program is designed to ena-
ble college graduates of "unusual
promise" to engage in a year of
independent study and travel
abroad after graduation.
The applicants were evaluated in
terms of character, leadership abil-
ity, and potential for achievement
within a given field. All applicants
were required to submit a five-
page proposal, a five-page per-
sonal statement, and two faculty
recommendations. They also had
to undergo an extensive screening
process, lasting approximately
seven months.
The purpose of the grant as
stated by the foundation is "an op-
portunity for a focused and disci-
plined Wanderjahr of their own
devising — a break in which they
might explore with thoroughness a
particular interest, test their aspi-
rations and abilities, view their
lives and American society in
greater perspective, and, concom-
itantly, develop a more informed
sense of international concern."
Sheridan, a philosophy major and
long time advocate of animal
rights, plans to study "Ap-
proaches to Animal Rights." Sher-
idan's main interest lies in
normative ethics, of which animal
rights is only a part. Yet, it is not
surprising that Sheridan chose An-
imal Rights.
He is not only a very strict ve-
getarian (on the verge of giving up
dairy products) but also the foun-
der and Director of Trinity's Ani-
mal Rights Front. He has also been
a teacher's assistant for a course
on animal rights and wrote his the-
sis on Animal Rights.
At the moment Sheridan's travel
plans will take him to places Eng-
land, Spain, Denmark, Kenya, Sri
Lanka and India. He plans to travei
through Western Europe first
studying the Animal Rights ap-
proach to protecting animals, then
to the Middle East where he will
study religion as a basis for pro-
tecting animal rights, and finally
to Africa where he will study the
species preservation approach, In
each country Sheridan will be com-
paring the different approaches.
Sheridan will spend the summer
preparing for his trip by locating
and contacting Animal Rights
groups around the world and
plannning his itinerary for the
coming year.




Trinity IDP students are wor-
ried that the results of last Thurs-
day's Student Opinion Questions
reflect a growing resentment to-
ward them among undergradu-
ates.
At issue is the eligibility of IDP's
for the President's Fellow Awards.
482 students voted against the
measure while 314 favored it.
Although the question was orig-
inally part of a referendum, the
IDP's forced the SGA to rename
all questions as "Student Opinion
Questions" when it was discovered
that constitutional procedures had
been violated.
IDP student Tim Black feels the
"measure was ramroded through"
by the SGA, thus making public
debate impossible.
Said Black: "The vote was an ill-
considered act of rage which al-
lowed the SGA administration to
display its prejudices in public."
The poll results suggest that a
majority of the students feel that
IDP students should be considered
for the fellowships separately be-
cause they have ten years to com-
plete their degrees while
undergraduates have just four.
Black retorted that the number of
years spent earning a degree is not
"a strict-criterion for awarding the
fellowship."
Adamantly rejecting the charge
that IDP's have "an easy ride,"
Black pointed out that IDP's have
their share of. work and pressure.
Black, who takes 6 physics courses
in addition to working full-time,
added that most IDP's complete
their degrees in less than 10 years.
Because they account for 4 of
the 25 current President's Fel-
lows, undergraduates claim that
IDP's are overrepresented.
"If we are overrepresented,"
Black responded, "it is because we
work harder." He went on to say
that he is confident in the under-
graduates' ability to compete with
IDP students.
IDP , Linda Morelli expressed
similar sentiments in a letter to
the Tripod. She wrote, "Each one
of them should serve as a model
for you. Soon you will be entering
an adult world, competing with
adults in a very 'unfair' world. This
may be your last chance at genuine
fairness."
Speaking on behalf of the IDP's,
Black said they are "very upset
and angry with the SGA's action."
He claimed that the SGA has no
authority to challenge the rights of
a minority group.
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In response to nationwide con-
cern about the virus, an AIDS task
force has been created on the Trin-
ity campus.
The committee plans to begin a
large scale education campaign
next fall, including distribution of
literature and condoms.
First recognized in the United
States in 1981, 29,000 cases of
AIDS have been reported. How-
ever, it is estimated that one mil-
lion people who show no symptoms
have been infected by the virus.
Here at Trinity efforts are being
made by faculty to confront the
issue.
The AIDS committee is com-
posed of the following faculty
members; Nurse Practitioner Jan
Curtis, Dean of Students David
Winer, Rev. Alan Tull, Randolph
Lee, Judith Branzburg, and Bron-
ach Lambe.
The committee will consider of-
ficial policy regarding the virus and
related educational plans. Al-
though an official policy is cur-
rently being revised, the
committee has made plans to begin
extensive education of the student
body beginning in the fall.
In the meantime, the infirmary
staff is planning to have condom
machines installed in restrooms in
the library and Mather Campus
Center as early as next month.
Presently, students can receive
pamphlets, phone numbers of
AIDS centers or support groups,
and condoms a t the infirmary.
According to Curtis, condoms
have been on sale in the bookstore
since late March, but haven't sold
particularly well. She said that stu-
dents have continued to rely on in-
firmary supplies.
Also in the planning stages is a
Safe Sex Day tentatively planned
for next fall during which updated
information on AIDS and venereal
diseases will be distributed.
According to Curtis, there exist
many misconceptions about AIDS
within both the general public and
the medical profession.
The AIDS virus is transmitted
through sexual contact, both hom-
osexual and heterosexual, trans-
fusions with infected blood,
sharing of intravenous needles,
and pregnancy.
Basically, the more sexual part-
ners one has, the higher the risk
of infection. Curtis likens this to
safe driving.
"The more you drive, the greater
your chances are of getting in an
accident. The more carelessly you
drive, the better your chances of
getting into an accident."
However, there is no foolproof
preventive measure, although the
use of condoms reduces the risk.
Curtis stresses, however, that
students should be concerned as
much with the possibility of con-
tracting venereal disease. She
urges students to consult the infir-
mary or a doctor if there is any
question of having contracted the
disease.
The infirmary is working to train
faculty members to deal with in-
quiries about either AIDS or ve-
nereal disease.
Among the telephone numbers
that can be obtained in the infir-
mary are; the U.S. Dept. of Health
and Human Services AIDS HOT-
LINE (1-800-342-AIDS), the Trin-
ity Campus Medical Office (ext.
231, 380), Dean of Students (ext.
433), Womens Center (ext. 459),
Psychology Department (ext. 447,
449), and Chaplain (ext.484, 485).
Also available are some addition
national hotline numbers, Hart-
ford AIDS groups, and public test-
ing sites in Connecticut.
Mentors Bill Siiva and Linda Chen are satisfied with their role at Trin-
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Continued from Page 1
Smith stressed the role that
mentors have in student/faculty
relations. "Freshman bring in a
slightly different view of student
life than what the faculty want,
the mentors help to ameliorate the
clash."
Chen agreed saying, '"I think
that a healthy balance needs to ex-
ist between a student's academics
and social life."
"Both groups (students and fac-
ulty) look at mentors as the middle
ground between them," said Siiva.
"The faculty is pleased to have an
inside view of what students are
really thinking and students see us
as a way to approach faculty on an
easier level."
"I've gotten the impression that
students are looked down on by
their peers if they study much out-
side the classroom," Chen added.
"We are also here as role models.
We are graduate students, so we
work, but we are also normal peo-
ple."
Winer said that he would like to
see the number of mentors on cam-
pus increase but that economic
considerations preclude it for the
time being. A report from the
Board of Fellows will come out
later this year that may address
this issue.
Smith explained that when the
present housing crunch passes,
space for two more mentors will
be available. The crunch will be
further diminished when the cur-
rent, bloated class of '88 gradu-
ates. By the 1988-89 school year
there should be four mentors
spread around the campus.
"This was a shakedown year that
went well," noted Smith. "We
were fortunate to have gifted and
interested people at the outset.














































































































































































No one needs to be convinced of
the desperate situation of Ameri-
ca's homeless and hungry. It is
common knowledge that their
numbers have grown more quickly
than in any other time in American
history since the Depression. It is
very encouraging that a number of
states, public and private research
centers, and individuals have come
up with some new ideas concern-
ing solutions to these problems.
But, it is disheartening to know
that all of these suggested pro-
grams still lack executive support
and therefore lack the means of
getting off the ground.
Democratic and Republican lead-
ers now agree that the nation's
welfare system needs revision.
There is bipartisan agreement that
programs, such as Aid to Families
With Dependent Children, need to
emphasize finding work, training,
and education for its recipients.
This new approach represents a
serious change in attitude about
social welfare programs since their
New Deal beginnings.
This approach is evidence of a
larger one which has put a new
emphasis on work as valuable in
itself. Dignity and self-respect are
obtained through work. Parents
have an obligation to support their
children and government agencies
have an equal obligation to provide
adequate day care and aid for their
children while they do so. This
sense of responsibility, obligation,
and work as valuable in itself is
reflected in a new philosophy of
welfare proposals and programs.
Senator Daniel Patrick Moyni-
han (D-NY), Senator Edward M.
Kennedy (D-MA), and New York
Governor Mario Cuomo are among
those individuals who have had
much to say on this issue. Accord-
ing to Moynihan, "There is a
strong bipartisan consensus that
investing in basic educational and
work-training skills now will pro-
duce a long-term payoff in reduced
dependence on welfare, greater la-
bor force productivity, and in-
creased tax revenues." There is no
disagreement that these principles
should be followed in reworking
the nation's welfare system, It is
how much to spend and how to go
about it that creates disagree-
ment. As it stands now, individual
states are interested in experi-
menting with these new welfare
proposals on their own.
Michigan has had some success
with programs of this sort. Pam
Fischer, 30 year-old mother of two,
was never able to stay off depend-
ency programs because of her ina-
bility to keep up with better skilled
workers. Last year, through an ex-
perimental program which gave
her counseling and training, she
got a job which paid twice as much
as she had ever received from pub-
lic dependency programs. In Mich-
igan alone, the Michigan
Opportunity and: Skill Training;
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Program reports that in 3 years of
existence over 100,000 welfare re-
cipients have been successfully
placed in full-time jobs, saving the
state and the Federal Government
$570 million in welfare costs.
There is danger in thinking these
new work-and-welfare programs
will solve all of the problems with
the nation's welfare system.. Even
full-time work at a minimum wage
job will not provide a family with
as much income as they can re-
ceive from welfare programs, thus,
some experts feel that work-and-
welfare programs will not produce
a dramatic reduction in American
poverty.
Nevertheless, programs of this
type are worth pursuing. And Con-
gress has President Reagan in a
tight enough box, that now is a
good time to do so. Programs such
as subsidized housing, food stamps,
and Medieaid must be brought back
to the level they started at before
the "Reagan attack on social pro-
grams" began six years ago. Until
results can be seen from work-and-
welfare programs, America's have-
nots must be supported.
President Reagan has been
"shocked'7'appalled", and "dis-
gusted" with the lack of moral fi-
ber the American Marines possess.
It is too bad that thehe horrors of
• the homeless and the hungry can
not produce equal disgust in our
President.
Will Goods Cross Borders Or Will Soldiers?
by Rich Fogarty,:' II:!
World Outlook Staff- •:-/
It's official. The trade war is no
longer word but deed. The Reagan
Administration has moved to im-
pose a 100% tariff on specific
makes of Japanese computers, ro-
tary drills, and television sets. Al-
though the percentage of total
sales by Japan to the United States
affected by the tariff is small, (only
300 million out of a $23 billion to-
tal) the move will be a first step
towards increased tension.or retal-
iation between the two allies. What
is even more interesting is that in
a rare show of agreement in eco-
nomic strategy, 12 European na-
tions have agreed not to allow
Japan to divert products affected
by the U.S. tariff into the Euro-
pean market. At the same time,
Japan has voiced displeasure over
the Reagan Administration ac-
tions arguing that the decision to
impose tariffs violates interna-
tional trading laws. The Reagan
Administration has refused to take
such action, until it sees a clear
desire by the Japanese to cooper-
ate with the U.S. in reducing the
burgeoning trade deficit between
the two nations. •.. .
So, for the first time in Post-
World War II history, the United
States and Japan are facing major
conflict, except this time in the
economic and not military sphere.
The problem is real. Japanese
competiveness and the inhospital-
ity of her market to foreign prod-
ucts is helping to bring about
Amnesty International Update
Imprisonment In Tunisia
The Trinity Amnesty Interna-
tional campus group recently re-
ceived an Urgent Action appeal
concerning the arrests of 25 mem-
bers of the Movement de la Tend-
ance Isalamique (MTI), Islamic
Tendency Movement, in Tunisia.
In an Urgent Action case, Am-
nesty International has to act rap-
idly to prevent the ill-treatment of
prisoners. An appeal' is issued
when Amnesty International be-
lieves it has reliable and accurate '
information in such cases.
It was reported that the presi-
dent of the movement, Raehid
Ghannouchi, a teacher of philoso-
phy, was arrested on March 9,
1987. Three days later, 10 other
members were also arrested. Since
that time the number has risen to
25. The majority of the people ar-
rested are teachers. A spokesman
for the Ministry of Interior is re-
ported in the press as saying that
Ghannouchi was arrester] in con-
nection with violent protests by
fundamentalist university stu-
dents. Since January of this year
Tunis University has been the site
for much student unrest.
According to Amnesty Interna-
tional's information, the MTI calls
for an increase in Islamic practices
in Tunisia and advocates demo-
.cratic methods for achieving its
aims. However a government
spokesman announced in a press
conference the "discovery of a Pro-
Iranian Islamic group in Tunisia
who call for direct confrontation
with the regime by resorting to
violence with the aim of creating
an explosive situation in the coun-
try."
Amnesty International is ex-
presssing concern at reports that
these people have been tortured,
and is urging that those suffering
from injuries receive medical
treatment. AI also urges that an
independent investigation be con-
ducted into the reports of torture
and that the results be made pub-
lie-. Amnesty ' International re-
quests that they be allowed
immediate access to their families .
plus doctors and lawyers of their
choice. Amnesty.. also requests
clarification of the reasons for, and
circumstances of, each arrest and
detention.
•As students and teachers, we
must voice our concern for such a
blatant violation of human rights,
Letters and telegrams can be sent
to: • . .
Embassy .of Tunisia . '
His Excellency Habib.ben Yahia
. 1515 Massachusetts Ave., N.'W.
Washington, D.G. 20008
Your voice can be heard and it
can make a difference.
further de-industrialization in. the
United States and Europe. At the
same time, Japan's trade surplus
is steadily rising; 45 billion in 1984,
61 billion in 1985* and an esti-
mated 80-85 billion in 1986 - with
50 billion of that number coming
from its exports to the U.S. De-
spite continued verbal reassurance
from Prime Minister Yasuhiro
Nakasone that Japan is committed
to free trade, the trade deficit
grows as Japan continues to sell
her products at less than fair mar-
ket value outside of the United
States.
There is. a very real danger which
could now affect United States-
Japanese relations. The result of
an increased trade war with Japan
could, in Japan, create political
instability as well as a xenophobic
backlash. Prime Minister Naka-
sone's recent remarks that minor-
ities in America have lowered the
"average intelligence level" and
others just as foolish as that can
only serve to fuel the fire. As anti-
Japanese sentiment grows in the
United States because of the trade
controversy, it is plausible too that
this anger could turn into resent-
ment and even racism in the U.S.
It wasn't so long ago that the
greatest democracy in the world
incarcerated thousands of Japa-
nese Americans in so-called
"camps" for the duration of World
War II.
Of course, I do not mean to take
an alarmist stance because the sit-
uation is still well in hand and
hopefully it will work itself out, but
only as long as it remains an eco-
nomic controversy. Yet, even then
if the U.S. deficit with Japan in-
creases and the Japanese continue
an economic policy of verbal reas-
surance but little action, the si-
tuaiton could become
uncontrollable. Besides increased
anti-Japanese tendencies in the
United States and Europe, there
could also be increased anger and
resentment in Japan. Let's hope
that the situation never comes
close to that, especially in lieu of
the strong bonds \ of friendship
which have held Jaoan and the
United States together since 1945.
The opinions expressed in the
World Outlook Section are strictly
those of the individual writers. In
no way do they reflect the views
or opinions of the World Outlook
Editors or the entire Tripod Staff.
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To get ahead in college, it helps if
you choose a brilliant roommate. Like a
MadntosbTpersonal computer. And now
there are two models to choose from.
The Macintosh Plus, which comes
with one 800K disk drive and a M mega-
byte of memory (expandable to four).
And the new Macintosh SE. Which
comes with either two built-in 800K
drives, or one drive and an internal
20-megabyte hard disk. As well as a
choice of two new keyboards.
Inside, the SE also has an expan-
sion slot, so you can add a card that lets
you share information over a campus-
wide network. Or another card that
lets you run MS-DOS programs.
Whichever Macintosh you choose,
you can use the latest, most advanced
software. And that means you'll be able
to work faster, better and smarter. JL
No two ways about it.
Thepowertobeyourbest.
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WRITES OF PASSAGE Trinity's Youngest Student
by Ann Reed Coleman
The greatest thing happened to
me last week. People kept coming
up to me looking frantic, almost
desperate. "There was no 'Writes
of Passage' last week, Ann! When
are you gonna write again?"
Thanks — it's nice to be appreci-
ated.
But this is it. The last one. Sorry,
guys, but I just can't take it. In
fifty pages I can graduate, and my
parents want me to leave this
place with a bang. So bang goes
Writes o'.
But I still have one last column
to rant and rave over all that's
been bugging me. Take this
weather, for instance — I mean,
just what season is this? I call it
Wing (combination of Winter and
Spring), because that's what
Mother Nature seems to be doing:
winging it.
I've been studying late night in
the library. That's okay, but it's
that damn geek bell that rings
around 11:30 p.m. Have you ever
noticed that it never rings at the
same time? Know why? It's con-
trolled by a human, that's why!
So there's some guy down there,
getting his thrills, waiting for just
the right moment and then...Geek
Bell!! Gotta love it.
Tanning on the quad. I just can't
do it. People out there already are
tan; you can't possibly expect me
to expose my albino skin among all
those bronze beauties, do you? Oh,
sorry, I can't afford The Bahamas
for spring break.
My MCI bill came the day after
break. There was $56.82 worth of
calls to Memphis, Tennessee on it.
I called customer service. I'm a
victim of code abuse. The poster
will be out soon. Save your change
for the Annie Fund.
Speaking of change, have you
seen the latest For a Good Cause
commercial on T.V.? Sylvest-
er Stallone for literacy. I mean
come on.
The coolest thing about spring is
napping. You can do it more often.
Outside, inside, wherever. The li-
brary gets hot, you fall asleep. You
tan, you fall asleep. You're scared
to tan, you stay in and crib. It's
great.
Fruit in the cave! No more eat-
ing those cardboard muffins that
sit like boulders in your stomach
all day. Now there's pineapple,
grapes, even strawberries. Nice.
Class outside! Persuade your
teacher. Beg. Grovel. Succeed. Get
out there and wave to all your
friends. Lie on your stomach and
count blades of grass. Fall asleep.
Fail.
People are friendlier! Now in-
stead of ignoring you on the long
walk, they simply stare right
through you as if you weren't
there. God knows why I still bother
saying hello. Sometimes it's fun to
watch people get all scared.
Hay fever. Sneeze, sniffle, blow,
sneeze, sneeze, sniffle, blow.
Sneeze sniffle, sneeze, sneeze, re-
alize you have no more kleenex.
Die.
I'm gonna miss this column. I
hope you'll miss me. Maybe some-
day you'll see me in a magazine
somewhere. In the meantime, it's
back home to Colorado (the west
is best!), to work for NBC.
It's been fun — let me know what
you think. Thanks. See ya.
by Katie Wilson
Justin Long, like many other
students in Professor McKee's
American National Government
class, has high aspirations; he
hopes to one day be a Senator.
However, unlike his fellow class-
mates, Justin may have to wait a
few more years to reach his goal,
as he is nine years old.
A fourth grade student at a local
Hartford public school, Justin is
able to attend the class at Trinity
with the support of the Trinity
staff through the Geffed Pro-
gram. He is reportedly doing well
and has been invited to take an-
other class next term.
Justin's talents were discovered
by his mother when he began tak-
ing piano lessons and listening to
opera tapes at age two and a half.
Mrs, Gloria Long1 remarks that,
"Justin always had a long atten-
tion span. He would listen to the
tapes intensely for long periods of
time." Justin had a particular fas-
cination with historical figures
such as George Washington and
Benjamin Franklin, and delighted
in listening to auto-biographical
tapes of their lives.
Although Justin is good at math
and science, he is gifted in the spe-
cific area of political science par-
tially due to his high reading level.
An avid reader, Justin is keeping
up with Professor McKee's assign-
ments, which consist of about one-
hundred pages of reading per
week. Upon entering the class,
Mrs. Long had to teach her son the
method of shorthand to take notes.
Now Justin feels comfortable and
is an active participant in class dis-
cussions.
Mrs. Long views the political sci-
ence class as an enrichment in her
son's education. Justin's grade will
be audited; by not receiving a
grade, some of the pressure on him
is relieved. Mrs. Long is cautious
about pushing her son too hard and
tries to maintain a balance in his
life. Remembering that "emotion-
ally and socially Justin is just a
fourth grader", Mrs. Long encour-
ages Justin's participation in activ-
ities involving children his own
age. ,
J3esides playing on a soccer
team, Justin takes tennis lessons
with other fourth graders. He- has
played the piano for five years and
has taken up the viola as well. Re-
cently, Justin entered a contest
celebrating the 200th anniversary
of the Constitution titled "What
the Constitution Means to Me and
My Country". He wrote a three
page essay on the First Ammend-
ment and the freedoms it provides.
As for future plans and college,
Justin is unsure. He hopes to con-
tinue his education with his fourth
grade class, and perhaps take a few
more college classes on the side.
He is interested in either becoming
a Congressional page or getting in-
volved in an internship in Wash-
ington.
Each Racer can only carry 3 people and most have brakes.
Spring Weekend
May 4, 1987
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Jesters Return to the Stage with a Bang
Birdbath a Big Success
by Jonathan Mills
On Friday and Saturday night a
packed Underground was treated
to a special evening of live theatre
with the performance of Birdbath,
a thirty-five minute, one-act -play.
The only two characters, Frankie
Basta, played by Steve Belber, and
Velma Sparlow played by Elaine
Khoury, were portrayed ex-
tremely well.
The play was about the evening
Frankie and Velma met and the
subsequent night they spent to-
gether. Khoury, portraying a nerv-
ous, anxiety-ridden twenty-six
year-old waitress, not only acted
her role, but actually seemed to
live it. Evidence of this was seen
by the early arriving audience who
watched Khoury tremble and bite
her nails, in the same way that
Velma would soon be doing as she
scrubbed a table on stage before
the performance began.
Belber: was also wonderful to
watch. His performance showed a
genuine knowledge of his charac-
ter. Such things as carelessly pour-
ing drinks into two glasses without
lifting the bottle to prevent spill-
ing onto the table, or wiping spilled
sugar off a dusty table into his cup
of coffee perfectly exemplified his
character.
The story of Birdbath is a heart-
wrenching tragedy, and the fine
acting jobs helped bring the emo-
tion to a height. The humor was
evident in the first half of the play,
which made the tragic conclusion
very tender. The surprise ending,
where the audience learns that
Velma has murdered her mother
was presented very well, and
Khoury did a wonderful job of
marking this as a true turning
point in her life — perhaps a posi-
tive one. The script could have
been too heavy for the average au-
dience, but thanks to the seem-
ingly relaxed actors, the play was
kept light enough to provide an en-
joyable, though clearly thought-
provoking evening.
The natural blocking and stag-
ing of director Joanna Colbert
made the show comfortable to
watch in the intimate atmosphere
of the Underground. Because of
the blocking, the actors were able
to make what could have been con-
sidered a cramped stage seem
Living Together Shines
Joanna Colbert proved to be as
successful a director as an actress
in this weekend's performance of
"Birdbath."
much more open to the audience.
Finally congratulations to the
Underground who for two nights
were able to change their usual
format and once again provide a
great "alternative" for a weekend
night's entertainment.
THE THEATER AND DANCE DEPARTMENT WILL BE OFFERING TWO NEW Vz-CREDIT
COURSES NEXT FALL.
In addition to the familiar classes in intermediate ballet (TUTH 8:30-9:45) and advanced mod-
ern dance (TUTH 4:00-6:00), the department is offering T/D 209, sec. E: Voice and Speech for Ac-
tors (TUTH 8:30-9:45) and T/D 209, sec. O: Effort/Shape Here are the descriptions:
T/D 209, sec. E: Voice and Speech for Actors. A very physical class designed to free the natural
voice, using the Kristen Linklater method. Students will work on Shakesperian sonnets and short
scenes. The classwork involves use of the whole body and concentrates on the ease and use of
breathing. The instructor is Sally Porterfield, a Trinity graduate student in English. PI; slips can
be signed by Arthur Feinsod, chair of the department. Ms. Portersfield can be reached for ques-
tions through the departmental secretary at the Austin Arts Center.
T/D 209, sec. O: Effort/Shape. Based on the theories of Rudolf Laban, this course will introduce a
language for describing movement through explorations, observations, and discussion. Students
will investigate their own and others' movement strengths and preferences within the full range of
possibilities. Emphasis will be on physical and cognitive understanding of the movement con-
cepts, increasing observational skills, and expanding each student's range of movement. Topics
will include: personal movement "signatures": interpreting movement meaning; and comparisons
of everyday and theatre/dance movement. Some of this material was introduced in Dance 106
these past two semesters. Course is open to all students. Slips can be signed by Carter McAdams,
Seabury 42-C, on Monday and Tuesday afternoon.
by Elizabeth Bennett
Arts Staff Writer
One of the main questions sur-
rounding the characters in Living
Together is why they are living
together. Alan Ayckbourn's com-
edy about marriage and interper-
sonal relationships offers a comic
view of the effects of marriage and
familial relations which has the air
of a French farce. A man chases
his two sisters-in-law, who in turn
play a cat-and-mouse game be-
tween a husband, a fiancee, and
"the bit on the side." Such is the
dizzying atmosphere of the play.
The ending seems to reinforce tra-
ditional values — everyone goes
home with the appropriate partner
— but continues the comic upbeat
through the knowledge that the
amorous merry-go-round will be-
gin again during the next Christ-
mas visit. Despite slight comments
on the actions, Living Together is
not about morality. It is a rousing
comedy whose characters could
easily be members of our own fam-
ilies.
The directors — Chad Oppenhei-
mer and Steve Hoffman — and all
of the actors should be commended
for the solid character work in the
production. It is easy to see how
the bases of characters could be
overlooked in favor of getting the
most laughs. Each character's
idiosyncraeies and quirks were
easily identifiable — either through
the text or gestures — and pro-
vided reasons as to why the char-
acters fought so readily and
became involved with each other.
Stephanie Rite, as Sara, mas-
tered the art of smiling while hurl-
ing insults and commands through
clenched teeth. Tim Birnschein's
effervescent smile and energy
made Norman charming and pro-
vided the incentive for his irresist-
ability. His casual manner
contrasted with the uptightness of
the other characters, a relief which
contributed to his appearance as a
cute and irresponsible little boy.
Todd Gillespie's cheerfulness and
slightly evil cackle added to the im-
age of Tom as the all around "good
guy", amused and slightly bewil-
dered by his brother-in-law's an-
tics. Stephanie Blessey played
Annie as the most normal of the
group, but with a frantic energy as
she whirled and stomped through
many of her scenes. Her energy
was countered by Frank Wearn as
her fiancee Tom, who is described
as "dim, dismal, and stupid." The
pairing of a bumbling, lethargic,
slow-witted veterinarian with the
vivacious and energetic Annie is
one of the funniest aspects of the
show. After having been described
for a full act, Heidi Wisbach ap-
peared as Ruth, completing the
cast. Her appearance as Norman's
conservative yet tolerant wife was
comically turned around when the
pair awoke "the morning after" in
the living room rug. All of the ac-
tors seemed comfortable with their
characters and with their own
stage presence; each performance
was polished and showed an im-
pressive amount of talent.
The most noticeable contribution
to the production was the actors'
energy and enthusiasm. Because
of the high energy level (and good
direction), all the gestures were
well-defined, and the lines clearly
audible. The energy was also im-
portant for the humor of the show;
the jokes were delivered in rapid
succession and kept the play at an
even, upbeat pace. Todd Gillespie,
Stephanie Blessey, and Stephanie
Ritz furiously bantered amongst
themselves, adding to the pace of
the show and creating many comic
moments. Tim Birnschein injected
considerable humor with his re-
laxed presence amidst it all, only
to have spasmodic moments of his
own. "Without the pace set by the
directors and actors, the show
would not have been as entertain-
ing or humorous.
Living Together was the first in
a rash of student drama produc-
tions which will be performed on
campus in the upcoming weeks. As
such, it was a light and amusing
beginning for the other produc-
tions. With its considerable amount
of talented actors and technicians,
the production served as a good
showcase for The Jesters' entou-
rage, many of whom will be in-




The Theatre and Dance Depart-
ment is sponsoring a solo perfor-
mance of David Woodberry this
Thursday evening, April 23, at 7:30
pm in Seabury 47. Admission is
free, but please reserve your tick-
ets at Austin Arts Center Box Of-
fice to ensure a space.
The dance he will be performing
at Trinity, Thrown Out of the
House, Kicked Out of the Tree,
had a three week run at the Per-
forming Garage in NYC in 1982 to
critical acclaim.
Mr. Woodberry is a graduate of
the University of Rochester with a
B.A. in Dance and Drama. He then
moved to Berlin, where he per-
formed on the streets with a pup-
pet and theatre group. He moved
to New York City and studied with
Merce Cunningham for three years
and then started working with the
famous experimental performing
group, Grand Union, touring Eu-
rope and the United States with.
them. While in that dance com-
pany, he ̂ nd:St;eve;Eaxton deyel-,
Improvisation, which is now a rec-
ognized and celebrated movement
form in the Western world.
During that time he was also a
member of Douglas Dunn's dance
company for five years, even col-
laberating with Mr. Dunn in a duet
that they toured.
He worked with Lucinda Child's
Dance Company for two years, and
he toured with the Robert Wilson/
Philip Glass production of Ein-
stein on the Beach (Europe for six
months, then NYC in the Metro-
politan Opera House in 1976).
He has been the recipient of
three National Endowment for the
Arts grants, and his company
Running and Rolling Foundation,
has received two New York State
Council on the Arts grants. Mr.
Woodberry has toured his pro-
gram, Nijinski Suicide Health
Club (title coined by Allen Grins-
berg), in the U.S. and Europe. He
has made two dance films; one ti-
tled Invisible Dance is leased na-
tionally through the dance archives
/ in Rochester. He has had exten-
, sive residencies in England and in
"Holland and has just moved to






Woodsy Owl says *
for Clean Air Ride a Bike *
*Give a hoot f
Don't pollute. *
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. §U J
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN THEATER ANDDANCE:
Inadvertantly, the departmental offerings have been split in the publication the registrar has
mailed to you.
PLEASE LOOK UNDER D (DANCE) FOR SOME OF THE DANCE COtlRSES AND
WpERTtTHEATER/^ANCEIfO^T^REST ; " ^ ; ' / ;; '




Alex Magoun of Cinestudio will
discuss the historyt and proce-
dures of Cinestudio on April 22 at
7:00 PM in Alumni Lounge.
On Wednesday, April 22, at 8:00
PM in McCook Auditorium, a dis-
cussion entitled More Nonsense
on Duchamp, complete with pic-
tures by Paul Matisse, will be held.
The discussion is being sponsored
by the Art and Theater/Dance De-
partments of Trinity.
P.E. Easterling from Cambridge
University will lecture on Women
in Tragic Space in Austin Arts
Center, Room 320, at 4:15 PM on
April 22.
The Trinity Womens Studies De-
partment wishes to announce the
presentation of its Senior Theses.
The theses will feature the work
of Melissa Parley, Carol Hel-
stosky, Lisa Howell, Susan Hyman
and Jody Rolnick and will take
place at 7:30 PM in the Faculty
Club with a reception to follow.
Thursday:
A Women's Center Lunch Series
will present the lecture entitled
Black Women and Political Ac-
tion During the Great Depres-
sion. The lecture wil be given by
Trinity Assistant Professor of His-
tory Cheryl Greenberg and will oc-
cur at 12:30 Pm in the Women's
Center. Admission is free.
The final installment of the
Women and Spirituality Series will
occur on Thursday at 7:30 PM in
Alumni Lounge. The lecutre
scheduled is Black Women in the
Episcopal Priesthood and will be
presented by Annika Warren, rev-
erend canon, Christ Church Cathe-
dral.
Saturday:
A one-day conference on The
Sound of Healing: Music and
Medicine 1987 will be presented
at Trinity College andk the UConn
Health Center in Farmington.
Limited spaces are available in the
morning session. For information,
call 674-3340.
The Trinity chapter of ASIA will
present its annual Foreign Food
Festival. This year's festival will
feature Laotian dancers as enter-
tainment. For further informa-















Pesgy Sue Got Married 9:45
* LATE SHOW - SEPARATE ADMISSION *
Sunday through Monday
True Stories 7:30
The 4th Man 9:35
In an All-Campus Program, the
Crescent/New Britain RC/A's will
'present a Road Race. For further
jinfo, contact P.O. Box 23.
For Your Info
The Computer Center is seeking
Freshmen and/or Sophomore for
summer positions. Interested stu-
dents may contact Dale Shoe-
maker, ext. 595 or in 107 Hallden
Engineering from 8:00 AM to 3:00
AM.
All entries for the following His-
tory Prizes for Honor Day presen-
tation must bbe submitted to the
History Department office in Sea-
bury 23 by April 15, 1987. Papers
should be free of notations, grades,
etc., on the cover page and /or in
the margins of the text. The prizes
to be awarded are as follows: the
George B. Cooper Prize in British
History ($150) to be awarded to
thje senior who has done the best
in British History at Trinity, the
Ferguson Prize in History (First —
$450, second - $300), the George
J. Mead Prize in History ($100)
awarded to a freshman of sopho-
more in History 101, the
D.G.Brinton Thompson Prize in
American History ($200), and thje
Miles A. Tuttle Prize ($700) to be
awarded to a senior.
The Director of Athletics, Rich-
ard Hazelton, wishes to announce
a summer job opening as secretary
for the National Youth Sports Pro-
gram. General office skills are nee-
dedand the job will run from June
through July. Pay-approximately
$1,000 for 2 months. For further
information, see Hazelton in Fer-
ris Athletic Center.
As part of the Bushnel Chil- ^ w t » W ) W W W W W W » m w w « m m w w w w w « w w « m « m }
dren's Theatre Series, the The-
atreworks/USA will present
Sherlock Holmles and the Red
Headed Leagueon Wednesday at
10:00 AM and Thursday at
10:00AM. Tickets are $4.00 each
and can be purchased on the day
of the performance only.
There will be a reading of fiction
and poetry given by faculty and
students on Wednesday from 4:00
PM to 6:00 PM in Garmony Hall.
The event is sponsored by the
Trinity Review, Admission is $1
and a reception will, follow.
French Table
will be held in the cafeteria every
Wednesday from 5:30 PM on. All
students wishing to practice their
French are welcome to attend.
Also, the French soiree will be held
every Thursday from 10:00 PM on
in Doonesbury B4. Refreshments
and typical French food will
served. No proper attire required.
If you need help or have questions
about the French language, come
to Sylvie every Thursday from 5:00
PM to 8:00 PM in the Cave.
Students interested in living in
the French dorm next year should
contact the Modern Languages
secretary, Mrs. Shorey, ext. 221,
for information.
SGA
I. Calling meeting to order












BE YOUR OWN BOSS
THIS SUMMER
If sales interest you, Metro Marketing Group is offering you
the chance to run your own business during the summer. No
experience necessary. We train. Make your own hours, work
near Trinity College, and earn up to $4000.00 or more. Car
recommended. Candidates should be self-motivated and
out-going.




140 students have been invited
to participate in a study of Trinity
College's culture. Are you one of
them? Please help Dean Paula Chu-
Richardson conduct her doctoral
research by coming to Mather Din-
ing Hall any of the following times:
April 13-17 or April 20-24, Mon-
days 2-4, 8-9 PM, Tuesdays 10-11
AM, 8-9 PM, Wednesdays 2-4, 8-9
PM, Thursdays 10-11 AM, 8-9 PM
Fridays 2-4 PM.
The Annual Saint Anthony Hall
Seabury Soapbox Derby. Start
building your racers today! May 2,
1987, Spring Weekend, 11:00-2:00,
Vernon St.
THEATER:
Now - May 2: Stick Wife. Hartford Stage.
$8 - $16. 527-5151.
April 28 - May 3: Festival on Ice. Bushnell $11 - $23. 246-6807.
MUSIC:
April 22: Scott Neumann and Robert Ashens II. 12:15 pm. Center Church
House, 60 Gold Street. $1.50 - $3.00. 249-5631.
EXHIBITS:
* Now - May 17: Art of the Eye. Wadsworth Athaneum. 278-2670.
t Now - May 24: Collection of Sol Lewitt. Wadsworth Athaneum. 278-2670.
•• Now - June 21: Sherrie Levine/Matrix 94. Wadsworth Athaneum. 278-2670.
* April 24: Daniel Wadsworth Memorial Video Festival. Real Art Ways. 8 p.m.,
$ $5. 525-5521. ;
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PONt GET WE WRONG IPEA.
WE ACTUALLY HAVE LOTS
IN COMMON. IN FACT,
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PATE ON "TR&CU/TS:' 'SCOPE"
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IT'S G0IN& COULfW'T YOU
TV BB JUST STICK ORAL
MIS£RA0L£, ROBERTS UNPER
Mtseftffl£ Tnemp
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We'll Pay You While We Train You
Sears has exciting job openings for ambitious and
conscientious students and faculty willing to accept
the challenge of the world's leader in Merchandis-
. ing and Retail Sales. If you think you can contribute
to our Second Century of Progress, we'll provide a
comprehensive Training Program that allows you to
earn while you learn.
• Accounting • Maintenance
• Clerical • Sales
• Automotive • Merchandise Handlers
Our flexible morning, afternoon and evening sched-
ules provide permanent part-time employees the
ability to easily manage studies and a career. For
your talent, Sears will provide a friendly and pleas-
ant atmosphere, a promotion from within.policy and
the opportunity to accrue benefits for working at





• Disability and Life Insurance
For more information about job openings in
the store nearest you, call Sears' Employment
Counselling Office Mon-Fri 8:30-4:00
1-800-533-3456 and in New York 1-800-533-3344.
We are an equal opportunity employer, M/F/R/V
SEARS
Send In Any Black & White or
Color Picture up to 8"xlO"(No Negatives)
and Have it Enlarged into a
Giant Black & White or Full Color Poster.
Comes in Mailing Tube - No Creasing.
Put Your Name and Address on Back




add .75 Postage and Handling Per Order
KRYSTAL KLEER PHOTO CO.
P.O. Box 25488, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33320










JEFF MUNESES BOX 295
Come See The
New Summit Hill Cafe
Located On Zion Street
Summit Mill Cafe
The Summit tiill Cafe, Located
Within Walking Distance Of Trinity,
has recently been renovated and is
under new management.
Features a back room with three
-taps, A Deli-Style Menu, A new
Sound System (Bring your own
tapes, if you like), Sixty Different







Tickets Are $5 In Advance And At The Door,
With A Waitress Cash Bar. April 24 In The






The opportunity of a
lifetime in a summer.
If you are a college undergraduate,
an academically strong high
school junior or senior, or a
qualified adult, send for your free
information and application to:
YALE UNIVERSITY
Yale Summer and Special Programs
53 Wall Street
P.O. Box 2145
New Haven, CT 06520
Phone: (203) 432-2430
JUNE 8 - AUGUST 14
Physics
JUNE 22 - AUGUST 14
Summer Language Institute
Humanities and Social Sciences
Lab Sciences and Mathematics
English as a Second Language
Studio Art
JULY 6 - AUGUST 7
The Five Week Semester including:
Art History, Computer Science,
Creative Writing, Drama, Film Studies,
Humanities, Mathematics,
Music, and more.
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List of Honors Nominees
Term: FA86
Submitted: February 10, 1987
Diane R. Abraczinskas
Ahmed-Noor H. Adan '88
Karen M. Albano '88
Lisa Alvarez-Calderon '88
Marina A. Amat '88
John A. Anderson '90
Constantine G. Andrews '88
Stephen J. Banks '88
William O. Beatty '88
Amanda S. Bickel
Mark W. Biedermann '88
Lisa M. Boccia '90
Elisabeth M. Boelhouwer '87
David P. Bonomo '87
Ward A. Brigham '88
Ian B. Brodie '87
John P. Bruynes '87
Gillian A. Caulfield '89
Kevin P. Charleston '88
Patricia H. Chen '87
Denise A. Chicoine '90
Renee S. Chimpoukchis '87
Victoria R, Clawson '89
Robin L. Cohn '87
Richard E. Coleman '90
Lisa P. Connelly '89
Christopher J. Coxon '89
Susan L. Curley '89
Hillary A. dson '89
JoanM. DePhillips '88
Diane S. Deros '87
Paul R. Deslandes '87
Kelly M. Donovan '88
Lucia R. Dow '88
Stacey A. Dresdale '89
Rebecca T. Duclos '90
Jean S. Elliott '90
Kathryn E. Ellis '89
Kathleen Ennis '90
Raymond J. Faltinsky '87
Ian A. Feinhandler '88
Joanna K. Fone '87
Stephen C. Francis '89
Victoria R. Fuller '89
Paul J. Furigay '89
Sandra Ganea '88
Steven K. Gerber '87
Brett M. Gering '90
Cheryl L. Giammusso '90
Matthew D. Gilmond '89
Mary S. Giurleo '87
Joseph A. Gogas '87
Daniel L. Goldman '90
Geoffrey A. Greene '87
Jennifer A. Hall '89
Eric P. Hambleton '89
Todd S. Hansen '88
Jonathan C. Harland '87
Mitchell Harris '87
Jean J. Harrison '87
Carol F. Helstosky '87
Rebecca L. Holt '89
George B. Howard '90
Susanne C. Hupfer '87
Christopher A. Hyland '87
Thomas E. Jager '87
Donna M. Joyce '87
Geoffrey A. Judge '87
Andreada Kapetanopoulou '87
Kelly T. Keating '89
Jennifer S. Kehl '89
Elaine M. Khoury '87
Susan E. Kinz '89
Martha J. Kolinsky '87
Shan n D. Kraft '89
Erick W. Kuchar '87
Brenda J. Kuhl '87
Janet M. Lane '87
Kathleen A. Lawlor '87
Teresa H. Lawton '87
David W. Lemons '88
Meryl R. Levin '89
Stephen W. Lewis '87
Laurie Lim
Caroline F. Long '87
Augusto R. Lopez '90
Eric J. Lorenzini '90
Anthony F. Luciano '88
John B. Mallaney'88
Patricia A. Marciano '89
Elizabeth V. May '87
Bridget M. McCormack '88
Theodore S. Moise '87
Alyssa M. Nelson '90
Maureen A. Neylon '87
Christopher J. O'Donnell '87
James C. Oppenheimer '90
James P. Parmelee '88
Christopher M. Pelletier '89
Anne W. Percy '87
Beth W. Perry '90
Eve M. Pemgini '88
William N. Potter '87
Steven Pulitzer
Sarah F. Rafie '90
David A. Ravera '89
Blake A. Reemtsma '90
Thomas J. Regan '87
Sherry L. Reilly '88
Catherine A. Reavey '89
Winthrop G. Rhodes '87
Nicholas W. Ritchie '88
E.H. Robbins '88
Eric J. Scheyer '87
Kevin F. Scollan '89
Lisa H. Shapiro '89
Leslie M. Shaw '87
Mark R. Sheridan '87
David R. Smith '87
Raymond K. Smith '87
Thomas H. Speight '88
Alexander C. Stein '87
Marianne E. Stillwell '88
James A. Storey '89
Robert A. Strent '90
Charles F. Stuart '89
Carolyn R. Thall'90
Patrick John Trostle '89
Speros P. Voudouris '87
Andrew R. Waxier '88
Daniel T. Weick '87
David A. Weinstein '90
Steven R. Weinstein '90
Susan M. Whiting '88
Jay R. Whitmore '87
Gregory H. Williams '87
Dorothy V. Wilson '89
Vivian L. Wilson'89
Mark J. Wlodarkiewicz '88
Susan M. Wolf '87
Alexandra A. Woodford '87
Peter M. Worthing '87
Thomas J. Zacharias '89
Amy P. Zimmerling '90
Students, Parents and Alumni:
Show Your School Spirit!
The Class of 1987 is now selling Trinity banners:
* Custom-made ~ can be adorned with any class year
*Afull36"X60"
* Heavy, high-quality wool felt fabric
•* "Old Gold" (a mustard-colored gold) lettering
stitched onto a navy backround
* Brass eyelets for easy wall mounting
* A great gift for graduating seniors and alumni
All profits will go towards the 1987 Senior Class Gift.
Note: Each banner is custom-made, so please order soon.
Any banner expected by May 24 (Commencement) must be ordered by May 1.
Banners can be delivered on campus on the day of Commencement if specified.
Banner Committee
Senior Class Gift Committee
Trinity College: Box 221
Hartford, CT 06106




Enclosed is $ . (total).
Please affix the year 19̂  (desired class year) on it.




Ci ty_ State .Zip.
Commencement Delivery
Home Delivery
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Don't go without
LET'S GO
The most comprehensive budget guide books available today
—with up-to-date information on where to stay, what to eat,
what to see, and how to get there. It's the only guide you'll
ever need.
"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and comprehen-
sive ..." —Los Angeles Times
"No other guides give quite as much.. .the sheer wealth
of information in these guides makes them well worth
the price." -U.P.I.
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Ten revised & updated guides
USA • EUROPE » MEXICO • BRITAIN & IRELAND • FRANCE
«ITALY • ISRAEL & EGYPT • GREECE « SPAIN, PORTUGAL
& MOROCCO • CALIFORNIA & PACIFIC NORTHWEST/'










In an era of rising service demands and spending cutbacks, effective leadership
is more important than ever. That's why, at New York University's Graduate
School of Public Administration (GPA), we arm you with strong managerial
and policy analytical skills.
Our M.P.A. program offers eleven policy and management specializations
in public, nonprofit, and health administration. At GPA, you can avail yourself
of the most distinguished full-time faculty and more course offerings than at
any other school in the New York area.
Master of Science and Master of Urban Planning Programs
• Our one-year M.S. program provides training in management for profes-
sionals in such fields as medicine, law, accounting, and social work.
• OmM.U.P. program offers comprehensive professional training in the
field of urban planning, with a special emphasis on policy analysis and
management.
Saturday M.P.A. Programs
• Designed to be completed in three years or less, these programs offer an
M.P.A. degree in either public and nonprofit management or in health
services management through courses given exclusively on Saturdays.
Additional Advantages
• Weekday, evening, and Saturday classes
• Extensive career development and job
placement services
To find out more about our programs, return




4 Washington Square North
Room II
New York, N.Y. 10003
New York University is an
affirmative aclion/equal
opportunity institution.
Please send me information OR:
O M.P.A. Public Administration D M.P.A. Health
D M.UP. D M.S. in Management
• M.P.A., Saturday. Public Administration








Please send my free copy .of the
Summer Session '87 catalog with financial









Wish you were hare.
Send the coupon or
call 1-800-ENRLS-iro
(Inside Illinois call 318-491-5250)
S3 3




Now that the Whalers and Bruins have lost in the Stanley Cup playoffs,
it would seem that local interest would begin to fade somewhat in hockey..
(Forgive me Islander fans) The local sports fan now will turn his head to
that other sport which is entering the playoffs - basketball. And the first
question he will ask is will the Celtics repeat? Everyone has been wonder-
ing all season long whether they can. And with the Lakers playing so well,
doubters are everywhere.
There do not seem to be many teams which could actually win the whole
thing. There're the Lakers and the Celtics. Then there's Atlanta and
Dallas. Finally I might throw in Detroit, Philly, Utah, and Milwaukee.
Nobody else will win it - they're not good enough.
Philly is getting old. When The Doc starts becoming the main man, as
he has been in the past couple of games, they are hurting. Barkley is a
given. He can do it all. And Cheeks is brilliant at the point without a
doubt. Doc can still play well. But without a healthy and confident Andrew
Toney, this team will fall. And a lack of a real center will kill them too.
Atlanta and Dallas are dangerous. Donaldson has finally given them a
legitimate center in Dallas. Aguirre and Blackman are set, and they have
balanced scoring. Their bench is strong too. They could be the ones to
knock off LA. Atlanta could be the ones to knock off Boston. These guys
can run. And they're big and can rebound. And Dominique is a terror
when he gets red hot. Willis, Rollins, Rivers, Wittman, Wilkins, Webb,
Koncak, and Fratello - they're tough at home and not afraid of the Garden.
What about LA? They're record speaks for itself. Magic is the MVP,
and deservedly so. Kareem is still tough when it counts, and Worthy only
gets better. Scott, Cooper, and Mychal Thompson have all played well.
The chemistry has been right all year long for these guys, and Pat Riley
has handled the thoroughbreads well. They should be the odds on favor-
ites.
But I'm from Boston. And like all Celtic fans I am arrogant and take
pride in it. I think the Celtics will win. The starting lineup is playing
together for the first times in months. Walton is playing again. Parish
says he feels fine- Darren Daye has been playing well. You can always
count on the first five, But the Green Team(the bench for you non-Celtic
fans) has their act together too. The recent three-game losing streak shook
them up, and they are out to prove they can win on the road. Do not count
these guys out as too old or too tired. Larry has his playoff face on and
the Celtics are saying, "It's our time of year." I may be making a mistake,
but if the bench holds up these guys will win. When you're from Boston
you don't believe only halfway.
We've done it sixteen times before - that gives Celtics fans the right to
be as arrogant as they (and I suppose that includes me) are. Lakers fans
love to give it right back to us, and the LA boys did win both games this
year and have the home court advantage. But anyone who has watched a
seven-game final series between the Lakers and Celtics knows that means
nothing. Injuries, momentum, and attitude will be the key factors. The
Boston Celtics are going to repeat as NBA Champions. How can you not
put your money on Red Auerbach and Larry Bird?
Sophomore Chris Smith has been strong at midfield all season long.
Sports
Briefs
Senior Defenseman Mike Solom-
ita of the Hockey team was named
the South Division III Player of
the Year by the ECAC. Solomita,
who scored 9 goals and 22 assists
for 31 overall points, proved to be
the best two way player in the
league, combining hard hitting de-
fensive play with imposing offen-
sive skills.
Freshman Forward Mike Mur-
phy was named Rookie of the Year
by the ECAC after finishing third
on the team in scoring with 14
goals and 19 assists. Named to the
South All-Star team were Senior
Goaltender Art FitzGerald and
Senior Forward Reed Whitmore.
Senior Mike Donovan of the
Men's Basketball team was se-
lected to the second team of the
NABC All-Northeast District III
basketball team. Mike was the first
player in Trinity history to score
1000 points and hand out 500 as-
sists.
937 Bestsellers
We've put together a catalog of
bestselling Government publications.
Send for your free copy.
New Catalog




The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
THIS WEEK:
TODAY:
Golf vs. Williams & AIC, 1
Men's Tennis vs. Williams
WEDNESDAY:
Track at WPI, 3
Men's Lacrosse vs. Willims, 3
Baseball at Springfield, 3
Softball vs. Wesleyan, 3
FRIDAY:
Men's Tennis in NESCAC at
Amherst thru Sunday
SATURDAY:
Crew vs. Wesleyan & Conn.
College, 10
Golf in Ephman Classic at
Williams, 1
Men's Lacrosse at New Haven, 1
Baseball at Nichols, 1
Softball vs. Williams, 1
Women's Lacrosse vs. Amherst, 2
SUNDAY:
Track in Conn. Intercollegiates at
Yale. 11
The College View Athlete of the Week is Dave Boone. The Senior Tri-
Captain accumulated 10 goals for himself over the course of the week in
three games. In the snow at Tufts, he chalked up three in a disappointing
overtime loss to the Jumbos. Against Amherst, he added four more. And
finally on Saturday, he repeated his performance on Monday by scoring
three goals, this time against Williams. In the week before, Dave, who
plays attack, had scored six goals in the route of MIT. You can count on
Dave scoring plenty more as the season continues.
RESULTS:
Men's Lacrosse 8 Tufts 9 (OT)
Men's Lacrosse 10 Amherst 13
Men's Lacrosse 5 Williams 6 (OT)
Women's Lacrosse 13 Springfield 3
Baseball 5 WPI 14
Baseball 3 Coast Guard 4
Baseball 8 Coast Guard 11
Men's Tennis Wesleyan 2
Track in NESCAC Championships:
Women - 6th place & Men - ,9th place
TONIGHT IS $3 PITCHER NIGHT AT THE VIEW
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Sports
Scott VanderMark helped lead Trinity over rival Wesleyan.
Tennis Beats Wesleyan
by Liz MacGonagle
Special to the Tripod
The Men's tennis team netted a
big -win against TJCcmn last Thurs-
day, 7-2, to put the Bantams on
the road towards a victorious
season.
The team was off to a slow start
last week as they lost two disap-
ointing matches to MIT,l-8, and
Tufts,2-7,. Coach Sasha Cooke at-
tributed the losses to an unfortun-
ate lack of playing time since rain
cancelled the first two scrim-
mages.
"I think we have a good shot to
beat any team, including Am-
herst," said Cooke.
The spring trip to Orlando went
well and the team is now working
very hard together to improve on
last year's record. "We have an
extremely strong team this year,"
said Cooke.
Through superior playing the
team swiftly defeated UConn in
the field house last Thursday.
First singles player Reed Whit-
more played a superd match to de-
feat his opponent 6-4, 6-2. This was
Whitmore's first win of the sea-
son, and he is now confident in his
game after a long break from com-
petitive tennis.
Scott VanderMark, the second
singles seed, covered more of the
court than he has in previous
matches to finish consistently,
6-4, 6-4.
Brian Johnson, third on the lad-
der, gave up one set, but finished
a long and exciting match with a
6-4, 1-6, 7-6 victory.
Co-captain Andy Petricoff lost to
UConn in three sets despite his
performance as a scrapping team
player in the fourth slot. This type
of playing brought him a big win
at Tufts earlier in the week.
Co-captain Tom Rooks has the
best strokes on the team as the
fifth player on the ladder, accord-
ing to Coach Cooke.
In the sixth position, Peter Bar-
low used his sharp attack and
steady ground strokes to defeat his
UConn opponent.
After the team had lost their
first two matches, the doubles
teams were relined.
The first doubles team of Eric
Newberg and Reed Whitmore ap-
pears to be a promising pair
against future opponents. New-
berg's good doubles skills and
flashy hands combined with Whit-
mores superb athleticism led to a
6-4, 6-1 win on Thursday.
Peter Barlow and Scott
VanderMark are the second dou-
bles team for the Bantams.
VanderMark's great shotmaking
and Barlow's classic doubles game
should prove to a valuable asset to
the team.
Co-captains Andy Petricoff and
Tom Rooks work well as careful
and controlled players an the third
doulbes team.
HEADS UP' -
Trin Sports Are Ready
To Come Out of The Rain.
Come Watch
Runners Trek Through Main
by Bruce Corbett
Saturday, April 18th, marked the
NESCAC championships at Bow-
doin College in Brunswick, Maine.
Unfortunately, neither the weather
nor the results were much of a bowl
of jelly beans for either team. The
field of eleven teams braved inter-
mittent rain and wind, and con-
stant cold in the eight hour meet.
The women finished in a respectful
5th place with 60 points, bhind first
place Tufts with 123 points. Trin-
ity native , Jen Elwell sewed sev-
eral points for Tufts. The men
sqeaked out a 9th place finish with
U points, closely behind Bowdoin
andAmherst with 47 and 46 points,
respectively. Willians won the meet
with 95 points. Despite the men's
mediocre point total, in a meet dis-
tinguished by injuries and mis-
haps, both the men and women
showed many moments of determi-
nation, excellence, and victory.
The women entered the meet with
"the hopes of bettering personal
performances, and opportunistic
about the good chances to make
qualifying times for other meets,"
stated female Co-captain Meredith
Lynch, who ran a courageous 800
meters, placing 3rd. In the first
major event, the women's 10,000
meters, Beth Ratcliffe, certainly
met the teams and her own expec-
tations by qualifying for Nationals
in Division III, and setting a school
record, with an incredible time of
37:234 minutes. Senior male 10K
runner Steve Balon described
Beth's performance as "perfectly
controlled" as Beth was'able to run
a steady pace while leaving her
competition behind. Pat tiffuri
quickly followed, with a 1st place
finish in the triple jump, qualify-
ing her for ECAC Division III
meet, and broke the school record
by more than 3 feet with 35' 2".
Fiffa also placed 3rd in the 400
meters and was second leg in the 4
X 100 relay which placed 5th. The
4 X 400 team qualified for ECAC
setting a school record (4:11.1), due
to the efforts of Alix Woodford,
Fiffa Taffuri, Shauna Pyun, and
Betsy McKay. Senior Co-captain,
McKay, rounded off the ECAC
qualifying performances with a
strong 2nd place finish in the 400
meter intermediate hurdles. Karen
Sonnone came up a bit short of
breaking her own school record of
94'3112" in the Discus, throwing a
5th place finish. The women's scor-
ing was completed by the 3rd and
5th place long jump finishes by alix
Woodford and Kay McGowan.
The men enterd the meet with the
lingering memories of last years
3rd place finish, and with hopes of
beating Williams, after last weeks
close loss to the now NESCAC
champions. Things looked optimis-
tic going into the semi-finals of the
200 meters, about one third of the
way into the meet. Greg Hill had
finished 6th in the high jump and
had qualified for the 110 high hur-
dles final. Greg eventually finished
3rd in a very exciting final heat
with a time of 15.5 seconds. Senior
Co-captain Deave Banta and soph-
omore speedster Russ alderson had
qualified for the 100 meter final
and were now running in the 200
: meter semi-final. At the 100 yard
triark, both Banta and Alderson
had comfortable positions in the
heat. "I was in second place com-
ing out of the turn, I tried to
lengthen my stride, but I pulled my
hamstring, and dropped out," said
Russ Alderson. With Russ' an-
quishe'd expression, Trinity's fate
turned. Banta eventually finished
The women's crew team pushes on down the river...
Women's Lacrosse Led By Veterans
by Steve Brauer
Sports Editor
The women's lacrosse team has
gotten off to an outstanding start
this season, going undefeated so
far in their schedule. This week
they go up against Conn College,
Williams, and Amherst. These
games will provide some tests, as
Williams is strong and Conn is per-
enially tough. But.led by a group
of veterans, the team is confident
and has high hopes for the rest of
the year.
Co-Captains Ginny Vogel and
Betse Jones both play attack wing.
Jones has great on drawal control.
In addition, because she was a de-
fensive player last year, she is
helpful on both ends of the field.
Vogel, on the other hand, is the
quick one. She's a great mid-field
connection. In fact, the connec-
tions between the players are on
of the strongpoints of the team.
Junior Jennifer Brewster plays
center, where she almost always
wins the draw. She makes bee-lines
to the goal to create opportunites,
and is having an outstanding sea-
son so far. Classmate Ellie Pierce
runs the offense at her 1st home
position. She's an incredible
scorer, and so good that team-
mates expect her to catch any-
thing in her direction - and she
does.
Senior Nat Perkins is a defen-
sive and midfield force at 3rd man.
An expert at ground balls, Nat is
very consistent and always seems
to get the job done. Erica Lewis
'87 plays tough defense as well.
She's a defensive wing who can
run alot and who likes the1 open
field.
Laura Von Seldeneck and Mar-
yanne O'Donnell switch off at
cover-point, where both have
played consistently all season long.
Juniors Diane Christie and Alyssa
Kolowrat play 2nd and 3rd home,
respectively - attack positions!
Both of them have been strong in
playing about a half in every game.
Finally, in goal is Sarah Couch,
a senior who seems to be simply
amazing. She has not given up
more than five goals in one game
all season long. The team's bril-
liant defense starts with her and
goes right on up to the attack.
In the words of Vogel, "We're
playing well because we really
work well together. We know each
other really well And we have
faith in ourselves."
Coach Robin Sheppard is highly
respected among the team. She
prepares the squad for a tough
game every time, and works them
for all they're worth.
The one blemish on their record
is Tufts. They are the only team
they lost to last year, and this year
they have been rained out twice.
Now Tufts has pretty much writ-
ten them off their schedule. Don't
worry ladies, Trinity still believes
you're Number One.
Thanks for your help Maryanne
O'Donnell.
5th 100 meters, and 3rd in the 200
meters, despite a hurting achilles
tendon. But the absence ofAldersm
was sorely missed in both events
scoring. In the next event, 4 X100,
sophomore Stu Dye replace Aider-
son ass the second leg. First leg
Rodney Moore sprinted off to a
quick start, but disaster struck.
Due to the new circumstances, the
handoff was made out of the zone,
resulting in disqualification. The
men then failed to place in the 1500
meters or as well as expected in the
800. Nevertheless, like the women,
the men were distinguished by a
few remarkable performances. Pe-
ter Ostrander ran a remarkable
performance. Ostrander running
in the slow heat of the 400IH ran a
57.4 seconds. If he had been seeded
in a faster heat, his finish would
certainly have been better than his
4th place. The same story went for
Junior, Matt Donahue in the 800
meters. In the second heat, Matt
kicked it in granting him a 5th
place finish.
Other male scores included Rich
Skubish with a 2nd in the pole
vault, Steve Gorman,4th Discus,
and Scott Isaac's 6th in the 400 me-
ter. But the story of the day was
Chris Dicherson in his 1st place
finish in the 5000 meters. Using his
radical strategy, "Watch what the
guys in the front do" Chris held
back for the first 2500 meters. But
with verbal backing of the entire
team, Chris took first place and ran
his final mile in 4:49. Chris' time
of 15:18.9 qualified him for New
Englands Division III.
Both men and women are now
eagerly looking forward to the
meets on Wednesday and Sunday
to reprove themselves, and prepare
for the countdown to the fiercely
competitive meets at the end of the
season.
